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Something interesting from our man in China
No stuff ups despite me getting very concerned about our booked flight from Hobart cancellation due
to complete chaos relating to extreme Melbourne weather. Would not have appreciated sleeping in
Tullamarine over night!!!!!!
But all went well and plenty of chances for interesting snaps....lolSee 5547, last of 6 ......always thought
drone people were a bit dicey. Heard the word "cowboys" once. Is now in writing, even if on only
Chinese airline safety instructions.
Note how Amy travels light. My contribution to set up was 2 bottles of whiskey for gifts, spare camera
and various chargers to suit and my new laptop. My medication, ( non bulky and light), plus
underwear, socks etc. Got all the clothes I need here from previous visits and it will soon be in the
30`s.
All 4 suit cases were on or 100 or so grams over the 23 kg limit plus we had a carry on wheeled
backpack each.
Cray weighs about 5 times Fan Fan`s weight and size and we had 2, plus half a dozen abalone.......all
gifts for Wu Lin`s extensive list of contacts. The sea food was "donated" so do not get any idea that I
am overly endowed or generous with my money.
Mobile is now operational as is internet. (Obviously).
Wu Lin had a carton of the excellent Chinese type light summer beer waiting, plus the Baiju in the
plastic containers from her friend who owns the factory that makes it. Apparently it is a unique type
to N/East China, and is made from predominately corn rather than sorghum as per the other types.
Will have to research that one. Excellent meals as usual by China Southern. Have over indulged,
(sugar levels now high), so only a snack to night of crispy skin fried duck. Very similar and just as
tasty as the no.1 Peking Duck type recipe.
Regards,
Peter Ralph

Editor's Note
I forgot to put these in the first edition
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